MODULAR BARGE SYSTEM
Introducing a modular barge system that can be configured, modified and extended
as your needs and projects vary. We can fabricate in coated steel, or stainless steel
according to your requirements. Please read further for more detail on special
customisation.
The system can be configured into
standard barges that can be used
for piling and other works over the
water. The Deck loading for the
standard barge segments is 10
tones per square meter.

You can lengthen or shorten
your barges as needed. The
barge segments can be
lengthened indefinitely, flexible
joints can be added periodically
depending on loads and
conditions if required.

You can widen your barge as
needed. The barges can be
widened indefinitely, using the
same pin system.
Due to the modular nature and
uniform connection system
throughout, many
configurations can be achieved
to suit your particular
circumstances .

The System

You can configure the location of all attachments including handrails, cleats,
spuds, and piling guides to suit your individual requirements.
The attachments use the same connecting mechanism pins that all the barge
segments use.
Pontoon standard deck load is 10 tonnes per square metre. Larger deck loads
can be offered on request.
Pontoons can be coloured to suit your brand.

The barge can be very quickly separated into segments for easy transport and/or
reconfiguration.

Modular Barge Segments Can be Quickly Joined

Barge segments are pushed together and locate precisely using a
locating pins, which also prevent lateral movement once the segments
are locked in place.
Locking pins are then
inserted from the top
to quickly, easily and
securely lock the
barge segments
together. The locking
pins can be just as
quickly and easily
removed for barge
reconfiguration and /
or transportation.

Locking pin

Once in place the locking pins
remain securely below deck level.
No bolting or use of fasteners is
required.
Locking pins can be quickly
removed.

Joining Pin Detail

Multiple Attachment Types Available
Multiple attachment types can be fixed to the pontoons using the generic
attachment system. Also any new type of attachment from ladders to cantilevered
platforms can be added. We can build to your request.
Cleats can be fastened at any
location using the same attachment
slots. Cleat design can be modified
to your requirements.

Spud brackets can be located anywhere around
the barge/segments.

Pile driving guides and / or
cantilevered platforms can be
attached around the pontoons.

Handrails can be attached all around the
pontoon segments using the purpose build
insertion holes around the perimeter of the
deck.

Example of Modular Component Attachment

Modular
components easily
attach via a lock
pin mechanism

Drop lock pins in
place to secure
components.

Secure in place and
ready for use.
Removal is just as
simple.

Attachments & Customisations Are Available
Here are some examples of modular attachments that extend the
usefulness of the pontoon system.

A rigid bridging platform system allows for
greater deck space per pontoon.
Outriggers are available to
stabilise narrow tall pontoon
systems.

Gangway attachments are available.

For applications that require deck
heavier loads near or touching the water
surface (or below), a hinged platform
between pontoons can be arranged.

Deck space closer to the water surface
can be achieved via a modular
cantilevered deck.

Shallow/low free board pontoons can
be made to order.

Pontoons Can be Jointed to Form a Road

The pontoon system can be joined indefinitely to make floating roads over water.
A flexible joint is inserted periodically along the length of the road as required to
allow for flexing over long distances.
The road can be secured horizontally using spuds or piles.

Outboard Motors Can Be Attached
Outboard motors can be
attached to the barges via
motor racks which are fastened
to the barges by the modular
connecting system used by all
the other barge attachments.

Hydraulic steering is facilitated by a control pedestal that can be mounted on the deck.
Depending on the complexity and
duration of tasks on the water,
different degrees of shelter are
available, from a simple canopy right
up to cabins an offices.

